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Just-Us tries to find
footing as new program
BY ANNIE ROONEY

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Fairfield politics professor John Orman's play "Helen Keller Speaks," a staged one-woman play based on
her writings and letters, was performed on Saturday.

BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

Helen Keller has often been portrayed as a silent
12-year-old girl who became a American icon for
her ability to overcome her disabilities. This past
weekend, John Orman, chair of the politics department, portrayed Keller differently.
In his newly released play "Helen Keller Speaks,"

TmMlRRQR IN BRIEF

Orman showed that there is more to remember Keller for
than the disabilities that bound her.
"The play was about the radical side of Helen Keller,"
said Orman.
Because of the popular drama production of "The
Miracle Worker," Keller has been frozen in people's minds
SEE "ORMAN" ON P.

Who is Dan Lamendola?
Find out about the current
Senate chair. See p. 7.

"British comedian forming
a new 'brand' of comedy" —
Russell Brand brings his act
to new heights. See p. 9.

As the Uzbekistan government continues
to crackdown on moderate Muslim groups in
its country, a former Fairfield student, Abdul
Dadahanov, has been caught in the crossfire
and now finds himself in a labor camp, staring
down eight years of prison-life, according to a
CNN.com article.
The 32-year-old was arrested and accused
of being a member of what the Uzbekistan government declared an extremist religious organization. The Uzbekistan government has been
known to persecute independent Muslims.
Academic Vice President Orin Grossman and the University asked the Uzbeks to
allow Dadahanov to attend graduate school at
Fairfield rather than go to prison, also offering housing to his wife Aziza and young son
Abdulrahmen.
"We made the offer of admission in the
hopes it would be helpful to get him released
from prison," Grossman told The Mirror.
"He is well qualified to attend,.although I did
expedite the process because of the Human
Rights issue.
"A number of Human Rights organizations, including Amnesty International and
others, have been involved with his case and
I believe it is important to be helpful on these
matters of social justice," added Grossman, who
said he met Dadahanov a few times at events
that honored visiting students.
When Dadahanov arrived at Fairfield
University in 2001, he expected to study busi-

JUST CLICK IT!
"The difference is defense"
— Coverage of men's
lacrosse. See p. 16.
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Former Fairfield student sent to Uzbek labor camp
BY TOM CLEARY

"Chattin' with Chapin" —
Do you still wet your bed?
You're not alone. See p. 6.

The most recent living and learning community, Just-Us,
is on its way to becoming Fairfield's newest residential college; however some delayed construction renovations have
led the residency down an unexpected road.
Originally intended to be located in the Jesuit Residence, Just-Us is now being relocated to
Jogues Hall.
The community will still be providing
the same programs and events, but Jogues
will offer a slightly different experience
due to the limitations of the building. The original plan to
have suite style rooms, a common lounge and a Sodexo
dining area with its own cafeteria has now been nixed in
the process of moving to The Quad residence, which offers double rooms, communal floor bathrooms and smaller
lounges on each floor.
INSIDE:
Joe DeFeo, director of living and
: A LETTER FROM
learning and formerly the associate director ofthelgnatian Residential College, also : JOEJJEi'EO
p
remains positive considering the setback. •
-6
Although it is a "dynamic shift," DeFeo said, "It is still doable to provide all sophomores with
the same opportunities."
These intentional communities are still a place where
residents can expect a meaningful, fun and safe environment
according to DeFeo.
On another positive note, the building switch has

wvvw.fairfieldmirror.com

ness. But after the 9/11 attacks,
he decided to seek an entirely
different education.
Dadahanov, a Muslim who
came to Fairfield as part of a
program to give scholarships to
students from the former Soviet
Union, decided there was a better
way to spend his time. He thought
it was important to help heal the
divide between Americans and
Muslims, while also bringing
back the lessons he learned in
the United States to those in his
Contributed photo
homeland, according to his acaDadahanov, center, with the Skartvedt family, who
demic adviser Katherine Kidd.
hosted him during his studies at Fairfield.
"He said, 'Dr. Kidd, I have
to do something to tell people
that this is not what Islam is about.' He said, 'I of information and materials containing ideas
want to be part of things that are done here to of religious extremism, separatism and fundabring healing to people after 9/11,"' said Kidd, mentalism, calls for pogroms or violent eviction
a retired Fairfield professor who previously of individuals aimed at creating panic among
ran the international studies department, to the population."
Forum 18 added that it is not a unique situCNN.com.
Dadahanov spent two and a half years at ation as the Uzbeks have tried to stop members
Fairfield before leaving to return to his home of Nurchilar, a moderate Muslim group that
descends from Turkey and follows the writing
country of Uzbekistan.
Kidd also remembered Dadahanov con- of a 19th century Sufi theologian.
"The government has almost a paranoia of
stantly saying that he would like to make his
"country and community better and stronger." any independent religious activity, particularly
The results of what he learned in America those related to Islam," said Sean Roberts,
have possibly played a role in Dadahanov's a Central Asia expert at George Washington
imprisonment. Forum 18, a religious watchdog University to CNN.com.
group, told CNN.com, that he and "four other
Uzbek men were convicted of dissemination
SEE "FORMER" ON P. 4
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... where it's been 3:08 a.m. all day in the BCC.
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Loosey goosey
Mirror photo blog picture of the week

BY COURTNEY KERN

Juvenile male calls in bomb threat
A juvenile male was arrested and faces felony
charges after allegedly making serious bomb threats
as pranks to several universities including Boston
College, Purdue, Clemson, North Carolina and
Florida State. These threats have all been made in a
time span of two months. The Boston College Police
Department worked with the Boston FBI when dealing with these threats..
The suspect, who is too young to be named,
purposely targeted big universities that had webcam
services so that he could record the police's reaction to
the threats. The telephone calls were made via Skype,
as were the images that he posted on a Web site. He allegedly profited from these images. The BCPD always
treats bomb threats as real. Details of the calls were
not released except for the fact that the suspect said the
bomb was in a crowded area.

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Two Canadian geese graze on the hill in front of the DiMenna-Nyselius library at Fairfield
University on Feb. 14, 2009. To read commentary and photo techniques tips from Mirror Photo
Editor Peter Caty, visit the Mirror Photo Blog at mirrorphotoblog.blogspot.com, or visit www.fairfieldmirror.com and click the link in the top left bar.

Source: The Heights

Is that a Huffy?
Malfunctioning elevator scares students
The elevator in McMahon Hall at Fordham has been
not working properly for many students. Some students
have reported being taken to the 20th floor without
pressing that button, free falling and experiences of being stuck. One student's elevator ride went into free fall
from floor 13 to three.
Junior Mia Dixon recalls her experience in the building's elevator, "I was stuck in one for about eight minutes
alone, and the emergency button wasn't doing anything.
I was calling people and trying to make them come save
me; but finally, the doors opened between floors, and it
started free falling—with the doors open! I thought I was
a goner for sure."
Other students were trapped in the elevator and the
emergency button was not working. Leslie Timoney, the
facilities manager, said that the elevators undergo routine
check-ups and are immediately serviced after receiving
a report. Timoney added that the elevators have passed
their tests given out by the city. The elevators have been
deemed safe to ride.
Source: The Observer

Concert held to benefit Kenyan school
Josh Kelley will be performing on March 22 for the
third annual IGNITE benefit concert. The proceeds of the
concert benefit the Beverly School of Kenya.
Abdi Lidonde, a staff member at Holy Cross,
founded the school in Kenya to honor his mother and to
help impoverished children.
More than half of the students enrolled at the school
are orphans. The school teaches children both academically and on farming. Its goal is to improve the community while giving students confidence and pride. Tickets
are being sold at $10 for the Holy Cross community and
$15 for the public.
Source: University Press Releases

Photos by Peter Caty/The Mirror

Sophomore students (clockwise
from left) Chris Morris, Chris
O'Reilly and Morris, Patrick
Shields and Brandon Mathias,
enjoy riding their bikes to class
and the library. Next year, with
the elimination of sophomore
parking, more students may
choose to ride bikes to class.
The University is making a concentrated effort to increase the
number of bike racks. Currently,
the students keep their bikes on
the racks outside of Jogues.

www.fairfieldmirror.com

The Green Scene
Environmental news in brief
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BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

Food
Food labels now list food origins '.

Wildlife

Recycling

Leather back turtles face extinction from
plastic in the ocean

Low landfill levels linked to struggling economy

•
As of Monday, consumers may'.
A new article issued in the Marine Pollution Bulletin rebe able to solve the mystery behind'. ports the latest connection between the abundance of plastic
mystery meat and other question-" debris in the ocean and dwindling leatherback turtles.
able products on store shelves.
'.
Co-author of the study and Dalhousie University profesFoods, including fresh meats,'. sor Mike James researched 371 post-mortem examinations
Contributed photo
certain types of raw nuts and fresh'. of leatherbacks since 1968.
and frozen produce, will now carry labels citing where the'.
The result: More than one-third of leatherbacks had
product is sourced.
'. plastic in their systems.
Some meat products will also include the animal's'.
Leatherback turtles, one of the oldest reptile species,
place of birth, where they were raised and slaughtered. '. are currently considered a critically endangered species.
The policy is part of a wide-ranging farm bill enacted'. Although jellyfish are their primary source of food, the
by Congress last year and one that was aggressively put'. turtles mistake plastic bags drifting in the ocean as prey,
into action by Obama's Agriculture Secretary
according to James and his
recent article. Once ingested,
Tom Vilsack.
the plastic bag gets caught in
Although these labels currently apply to
the throat and esophagus of the
perishable food items, many consumer watchdog
groups see this policy extending to a longer list
animal, leading to blockage of
of products.
the digestive tract and other
internal systems.
Source: CommonDreams.org; MSNBC.com
Contributed photo
Source: Dalhousie University

Although Americans discard more than 245 million
tons of trash annually, landfill officials across the U.S. are
noticing declining trash piles due to the recession.
With people buying less to save money in the current economic climate,
managers at waste management sites see more
room in landfills, extending the lifespan of
the space in the coming
years for more trash.
Managers and
economists notice a
Contributed photo
common and recurring
trend: Consumers are reusing and fixing what they already
own, buying fewer new items, and subsequently throwing
out less. Use of computer and electronic repair shops have
also been on the rise, in addition to companies opting to
release products with less packaging.
Source: The Washington Post

Students have mixed reaction
after Just-Us moves to Jogues
1

Foundation. Just-Us will be budgeted out of Student Affairs.
"It shouldn't matter too
not extremely influenced the much, and it should not be comamount of incoming .applica- pared to Ignatian," said DeFeo.
tions. Seventy applications have
In a previous interview with
already been received, while The Mirror, DeFeo also noted
more are being added to the pile how "Fairfield is moving toward
each day.
living and learning opportuni"Students are becoming ties across the campus."
aware of housing problems and
Bridgette Sliva '12 is ecstatare waiting to the last minute to ic about the change in plans.
apply to Just-Us," said to DeFeo.
"I am very happy that Just"Ideally we see Jogues as being all Us was moved to Jogues beJust-Us, having the entire building cause I personally have to go to
dedicated to the community."
the athletic center everyday, and
This year's Just-Us
it would've been a long
community maxed out • ONLINE: : commute from the other
at about 20 students j WoRDONTHE : residence," she said. "I
in the lowest level of j
STREET
\ initially didn't apply
Kostka Hall. They enbecause of the distance
joyed community nights, ser- of the Jesuit residence from the
vice trips, diversity and social rest of the campus."
justice courses as well as an
Despite the positive feedacademic seminar.
back some participants express,
"It would be a shame if the many other applicants were not
University wants to invest in happy about the new situation.
all Residential Colleges and it
"Personally, I am not
doesn't work out with the stu- pleased with the switch to
dents," DeFeo added.
Jogues in the least," said Charlie
The idea of Just-Us stems Johnson '12.
from its original name, DiAnother freshman appliversity and Social Justice. cant, Jarrod DePrado, is also
The Just-Us residence follows upset not only about the abrupt
similar components of the switch, but the lack of comIgnatian Residential College, munication from the living and
although there is a different learning department.
focus. Just-Us students will
"Probably the most frusaim to discover their social trating part of this change was
identity through the history the fact that we didn't hear
of where they came from. Ad- about it first from Joe DeFeo
ditionally, residents will also or anyone else in Residence
explore many social justice Life; it took us writing a letter to them just to simply get
and diversity themes.
The idea of these intentional answers," he said.
communities started seven years
DePrado said, "that if the
ago when Loyola Hall became plans for renovation had not
the Ignatian Residential College been finalized, that they should
and have slowly been gaining have mentioned it upfront.
"That way, we would conpopularity. It is the most wellfunded residence hall on campus sider this as an option, not plan
due to the funds from the Lilly on it."
CONTINUED FROM P.

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Fairfield alum January LaVoy portrayed Helen Keller in Professor John Orman's play.

Orman portrays Helen Keller in a
new light
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

as a deaf and blind girl who overcame her severe
disabilities to learn to communicate.
"We have been robbed of our historical understanding of who Helen Keller really was," said
Orman in a press release.
After reading the book "Lies My Teacher Told
Me," Orman quickly discovered that Keller was
also an activist.
Keller was, "a socialist, an anti-war activist, a
supporter of the International Workers of the World
and a founder of the American Civil Liberties
Union," said Orman in a press release last month.
Orman recruited actress and Fairfield
aluma, January LaVoy, who plays Noelle Ortiz
on the popular ABC soap opera "One Life to
Live," to play Keller.
"Helen Keller was incredibly articulate,
with a biting wit. It was really quite thrilling to
read her words," said LaVoy in a New York Times
article. "As a woman of color, I am thrilled to be
able to portray Helen Keller; it's a huge honor.
If Helen Keller looked at me the way she did through her hands - she would never know the

color of me nor would she care."
Orman was struck by Keller's foresight in that
many of what Keller had to say over a hundred years
ago about economic equality and social justice,
relates to the current state of the world.
Orman pulled together speeches and letters
documenting Keller's social and political involvement in his play "Helen Keller Speaks." It combines
facets of a play with elements of a dramatic reading
and is one more example of how Orman pursues his
interests beyond the walls of a politics class.
"The performance was fantastic," said Orman.
Orman was not only thankful for LaVoy's
involvement, but also the help of Ryan McKinner, a Fairfield graduate who directed the
play. As a student, McKinney was involved in
Theatre Fairfield.
Orman, already an author of several books
including "Celebrity Politics," "Politics of Rock
Music" and "Presidential Accountability: New
and Recurring Problems," he now adds playwright to his resume.
Orman urged his audience in a press release
to, "listen to the real Keller's words. You rooted
for her to be able to communicate. Now listen
what she had to say."
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Campus crime beat
All quiet on the Fairfield front this week, so enjoy some selected hits from the past

Mirror
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car parked at the Townhouses. It was later found empty in
the Quad area.

BY DANIEL LEITAO

Current week
Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2005
1:02 p.m. There was a"water balloon
fight in The Quad. Students were throwing the water balloons on people from
Gonzaga. The students were identified and
referred to judicial.

Saturday, March 14
12:09 a.m. One student was arrested for narcotics in Gonzaga Hall.
1:08 a.m. Public Safety assisted
Townhouse managers in breaking up
a large party.

Sunday, Feb. 13, 2005
1:51 a.m. A chair was thrown into a
projection television on the Gonzaga third
floor lounge.

Sunday, March 15
A student's car was struck overnight. Anyone with information is asked
to contact public safety.

Blasts from the past
Monday, Jan. 21, 2002
2:17 p.m. A keg was reported stolen from a

Tuesday, April 20, 2004
5:10 p.m. A two man slingshot was confiscated
after students were found shooting water balloons at
people in The Quad.

Former student sought to promote understanding
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

"The Uzbek government tries to control the religious sector very similar to the way the Soviets did. They have a state
Muslim board that oversees what is proper Islam — anything
that falls out of that scope is seen as threatening and seditious,"
he added.
While at Fairfield, Dadahanov lived with a host family,
the Skartvedts, who live in Easton, Conn.
"It was like being kicked in the stomach," said Judy Skartvedt when she heard of Dadahanov's imprisonment.

Dadahanov began a small prayer room for Fairfield
students in the chapel, taught English to local Uzbeks and
launched a book drive to send secondhand books back to his
home country.
Members of the Fairfield community have attempted to
try and contact Dadahanov's family, but communication has
proved to be difficult.
"The government is tapping their phone and tracking their
e-mail," Kidd said. "We're pretty much sure neither of those is
secure from the government."
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Living and learning for all
The proposed Just-Us community has come under
scrutiny for its botched building plans, its name and a host
of other complaints. But the realization of more intentional
communities is following through with the University's
overall goals to incorporate Jesuit ideals into students' lives.
When University President Jeffrey von Arx unveiled the
strategic plan in 2005, the second goal sought the "integration of living and learning" through three initiatives. With
the construction of the Just-Us community in Jogues, von
Arx's vision for the University is becoming more tangible.
The University has long spoken about the strategic plan,
but talking about living and learning and actually implementing the ideals are two different animals. Starting with
the Ignatian Residential College and various floor programs In reference to having morning classes on March 18, the day after St. Patrick's debauchery.
throughout the years, the University has begun to implement
these initiatives. The Just-Us community is just another
example of the University actually following through on its
More importantly, the main reason why you
plan and making its platitudes tangible.
BY
VIN
FERRER
should
steer clear of the site: the future... namely
According to Joe DeFeo, the director of living and
your own. We're continually subjected to an incredlearning and former associate director of the Ignatian ResiFacebook seems like a beneficial service, as ibly difficult economic climate, which will have
dential College, the Just-Us community, from conception
the social networking utility that "helps you con- substantial consequences no matter if it's solved in
to implementation, took nearly two years to complete.
nect and share with the people in your life." It gives 10 years or tomorrow. That being said, it should
any
individual almost unlimited access to an online be realized that the goal in attending Fairfield is to
Next year, he hopes to form another community in only four
community,
if they are willing to devote 15 minutes secure the beginnings of what will become your camonths so the community program will begin in fall 2011.
to creating an account.
reer. Bottom line, you need to get that job and after
If Just-Us can fill Jogues, that would make 500 sophoWith Facebook, you have the ability to com- coming through here, you're in good shape, but not
mores, over half of the class, between Loyola and Jogues living municate with cohorts, coworkers and completely perfect. Neither is anyone else for that matter who
in an intentional community. Eventually, DeFeo would like to
random people, like your friend's roommate's simply goes through the motions. You need to take
see every sophomore with a mentor and to increase the number cousin whom you met that one time at a party action, get involved, and avoid anything that may
and talked to for two minutes tops. You can also come between you and that fateful interview.
of different, unique communities for sophomores.
monitor/stalk/observe
Point in case being
The University could have handled some of the building
the conduct of all your
Facebook. Recruiters
plans more efficiently, but like any new program, it will take 783 friends (you're so
go through resumes
some time to flourish. Students may be upset at the move
popular!) day by day,
like hot cakes, and aftracking
relationships,
terwards, they scan the
from the Jesuit Residence to Jogues, but their motives for
status
and
essentially
Internet for any and all
applying shouldn't be the location or the free dinners, but
knowing everything
information on potenrather, the community.
about someone withtial candidates. When
Students who get wait-listed or rejected from the Ignaout having to say a
your profile picture
tian Residential College have to opportunity to transfer their
word to them. The sopops up on the first
cial
possibilities
seem
page of a Google Imapplication to the Just-Us community. This will lead to some
endless with such a
ages search, you can
disappointment from students who fail to gain admittance
constantly-advancing
bet they'll check into it
to their first choice, but that is true for any housing lottery.
social system, with no
and look for any reason
The lure of Loyola should not be the Commons or the free
cost to you!
toshredyour8.5"xll"
soda, but the community that will also be found in Just-Us.
That last statement
shot at signing on.
is not entirely true. AcBut you set your
Eventually, DeFeo hopes to have one common application
tually,
it's
quite
false.
privacy
settings so they
for all the intentional community programs.
Using the site can come
can't see your informaFrom the overhauled FYE-program freshmen year, to
at a tremendous cost.
tion? That just gives
intentional communities sophomore year, to build-a-houses
Not only can exthem reason to assume
junior and senior years, Fairfield has begun to completely
tended time in front of
the worst, and if they're
the computer screen
on the fence with your
revitalize its Jesuit ideals and integrate them into student
can
be
detrimental
to
application, you can bet
life. Some kinks still need to be worked out, but the Univera person's eyesight,
this will dissuade them
sity is closer than ever to fulfilling its role in educating not
from going any further.
but extended time on
just the mind, but the whole person.
Facebook can be costly
But wait, my pro-

Separating Facebook from the real world

•

The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board.
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirror.comment@gmail.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror.feedback@mail.com
or submitted through our Web site: www.rairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and ail submissions must be signed.
Hie Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.

Niles Muzik/The Mirror

file is invisible or I'll
just delete it when I
graduate. In that case,
you're fine, but you may
want to check Facebook's terms of service. Essentially, it details how they have the right to use any
content you upload, whenever they want and even
if you decide to leave. This gives them the ability
to sub-license content, and in being a service that
makes its money through advertising, I wouldn't
put it past them to share.
It's ultimately up to you to decide if this site is
or isn't worth your time. There are plenty of great
things to take part in on campus and off, but it's
your choice whether or not you'd like to take'part.
Just don't shortchange yourself.

to one s social life. As Facebook hinders social relationships and possible
you spend your time job prospects off the screen.

editing that About Me
section, which is only
read by six of your 783 friends, or reminding everyone that you're online by updating your status
(again), you could be spending time with friends,
taking part in intramurals or participating in a club
meeting. You could be actually interacting with
people, just like your daddy did!
This social utility actually hinders communities instead of fostering them. People become
entangled in the "image is everything" idea and
it sadly deprives them of experiencing all that the
University has to offer, including its most important
part: the people.
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Shopping for employment
BY SARAH FRANK

I can't be too sure, but it remains a likely possibility. The fact that
companies are taking advantage of the pressures placed on students
Jobs haven't exactly been easy to hunt for recently, and intern- is just wrong.
ships haven't been any more attainable either. This past fall semester
According to an article from Uwire.com, well-off parents
I worked my hardest, and I'm sure many of my fellow students have now have the option of buying their child an internship at auctions
done the same, to secure an internship for the spring. I re-vamped across the United States, which are usually only held at the most
my resume, wrote several drafts of
elite, prestigious high schools
cover letters, interviewed over the
and universities. In addition to
phone and commuted to New York
auctions, organizations such
City for an in-person interview.
as University of Dreams will
So when I got word that some
guarantee an internship ... for
students have been accepted into
a price, of course. Those who
internship programs because of
are able to afford a spot at an
their parents' money I was, to be
internship (ranging from $5,000
frank, disturbed.
to $ 10,000) are most likely reapI can remember being in ining the benefits from being so
termediate school and having my
financially stable already.
parents tell me that I had to work
The price stamped on an
for my grades, because earning
internship position can amount
them myself would provide a
to almost as much as a semesgreater sense of achievement. And
ter's tuition. Just because a
so I did. I have studied on my own
student cannot afford, to pay an
for my exams, researched for and
"ir=r°r-!-e-P.°t0 outrageous price for a job that is
wrote essays and papers on my Purchasing internships gives some wealthy job candidates an unpaid (and let's not forget the
unfair advantage over those who earn their employment
own, applied to colleges without
cost of commuting), they will
help, etc. Isn't that what we are
get beat out for jobs as well by
taught to do, what we are told all the time? If the same parents who students who might not be as qualified?
have come down hard on their children about doing their homework
All I can hope for is that students who have had their internships
are also the ones who are now buying internships for their children, bought for them by mommy or daddy don't feel as though they have
then shame on them.
earned the job. Yes, the companies are giving students and their
What might be worse is that companies are actually allowing parents the option. Personally, I know that I would feel ashamed
this to happen. Is it because the economy is in a "recession" and going to my internship knowing that I was taking a students place
companies are striving to make as much money as it possibly can? who had actually done all of the work to try to get the job.

Bedwetting doesn't end in second grade
CHATTIN" WITH CHAPIN
ANDREW CHAPIN

It is less than endearing in every single way.
However, more college
students than not have victimized their
beds, couches, futons, floors, refrigerators,
closets and, sometimes, even their bedmates, in an ode to excessiveness.
You might be thinking:
Did 1 just have the wettest,
seventh grade dream, ever?
Then, you're fully awake. Did
I just sweat out an entire 30
pack? But as the middle of the
night chill begins to cling to
the saturated sheets, you realize that it is neither the former
nor the latter. It dawns on you
that 4-year-old children have
a leg up on you. You are officially a bedwetter.
It is a subject seldom
broached in even the most
off color of conversations, according to Fairfield University
Substance Abuse Counselor
Kevin Curry.
While he was unsure
if bedwetting was common
in college, he cited that information on the subject is
scarce since more times than Bedwetting
not, bedwetting incidents
remain private.
"I would assume that most of the occurrences go unreported or discussed due to
the shame of the incident," Curry said.
Maybe you had that dream where you
were using the toilet, and, instead, you were
peeing on your roommate's desk. Or maybe
you just slept so heartily (in an alcoholinduced coma) that you lost your ability to
function in a non-diaper wearing way. Regardless of the reason, the fact remains that
it is quite embarrassing to reenact a bum's
plight as a student of higher education.
Why, as both underage and of-age drinkers, do we find the need to soak the sheets?
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For some, it's the irrationally enjoyable
overconsumption of varying intoxicants
that leads to the soggy morning.
"I find myself peeing the bed because
of drinking way too much," said a student
who wished to remain anonymous for
fear of the social ramifications of being
construed as a bedwetter. "I fall asleep and
nothing can wake me up.
"It is real embarrassing, I hate it so
much. It is such a nuisance."
Another student was more enthusiastic

drinking experience as alcohol can shut
down the part of the brain which controls
bodily functions when [blood alcohol levels] reach .2 and above," Curry said.
Good news for bedwetters. Curry
added that soaking the bed is not solely
indicative of alcoholism.
"This [peeing the bed] alone would
not be a symptom of alcoholism," he said.
"However, combined with other symptoms,
it certainly could."
The bedwetter comes in many different varieties. The chronic
bedwetter wishes that
catheters were sold over
the counter. The secretive
bedwetter does the deed
and then gets out of there
faster than they escape a
stranger's bed before taking a walk of shame before
an 8 a.m. Maybe he or she
will clean it, but probably
not. The semi-bedwetter has not had enough
episodes to warrant full
membership in the club;
however, they're working
toward their card.
And there is nothing
to feel ashamed about
(outside of wallowing in
your own urine).
The easiest solution:
Do
not
drink as much.
Contributed photo
However, there are
after excessive drinking is more common than you think.
plenty of adults who still
have not figured out the
toward the possibility of turning their bed concept of moderation, so you have time
in that respect.
into a piss and slide.
"Personally, my take on waking up wet
I am not saying that students should
means that you had a better time than a lot strive to turn their beds into water parks,
of other people the night before," he said. nor am I instructing anyone to take up the
crusade of the homeless pants pissers.
"And I fully support it."
I have been around the wet bed bend
Like elicit drug use, peeing the bed is
an act that some partake in and others do before and again, but it's time to make a
not. Some people, more than others, are conscious effort to staying dry, together.
Never forget the soiled bedspreads and
apt to urinate all over themselves. Why
are some able to make it to the bathroom, marinated mattresses that have come before
while others stew in their own personal you, because Bedwetters Anonymous is
here for you.
port-a-potty?
"This can be a result of an excessive
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An open
letter to the
University
community
Why the Just-Us
Residential College
is worth it
When a new program begins on campus, it often receives critiques about what it
represents, who will be in it, and whether it
is worth the effort to participate. The JustUs Residential College, Fairfield's newest
sophomore living and learning community
to be located in Jogues Hall, is no exception.
The name, the perceived lack of interest
in diversity and/or justice, the perception
that all members are students of color or all
members are peace and justice geniuses...
the list goes on.
When it first began, the now successful
Ignatian Residential College experienced
similar critiques of its own such as; it's a
religious cult, where everyone prays every night, where students were lured into
becoming a priest or nun, and where the
required retreats were scary and religious.
Through time and students' own experiences, these myths have subsided and the
true story has emerged. That is, living in a
residential college like this is meaningful,
enjoyable, and has helped many make more
out of their Fairfield experience.
In truth, the Just-Us Residential College is, and will be, providing a meaningful and fun community for students while
exploring questions about oneself and the
world, while making a difference locally
and globally. Many of the questions explored by Just-Us reflect the commitment
to our campus community as well as our
institutional mission.
Over the past seven years, I have accompanied more than 1,300 sophomores
through living and learning communities on
our campus. This experience has allowed me
to witness the powerful and positive influence that living in a residential college has
had for many students. Some have deepened
their sense of belonging to Fairfield through
living in such a meaningful community.
Others have increased their understanding
of themselves and identified some of their
gifts and how they might use them to better
our campus and our world. Most have had
a whole lot of fun throughout the process.
These experiences, year after year, are
transformational and have made all of us,
faculty, staff, administrators, mentors and
alumni, better people for being a part of it.
I'm sure many of you know students who
have had such powerful experiences. Quite
simply, I believe we need residential colleges at Fairfield so that these opportunities
and gifts can extend to more students in our
campus community.
I would appreciate your help in abundantly spreading the word and give this
community a chance to thrive.
I welcome your comments and questions, jdefeo@mail.fairfield.edu.
Sincerely,
Joe DeFeo
Director of Living and Learning
Associate Director, Ignatian Residential
College
Logistics: Applications preferred
by Monday, 3/23 and available at www.
fairfield.edu/llc (under Intentional Living
Communities) or call ext. 2147, the Office
of Living and Learning.

Editor: Meghan Schelzi
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Better know a Stag

BY NINA DAOUD

in work study. It takes care of the problem that students,
especially sophomores without cars next year, can now get
around campus and town when needed, he said. In addition,
it takes care of the Fairfield's green initiative, as well as gives
more jobs for work study.
"Lamendola is unlike most people I know because
rather than take credit for things that he accomplishes, he
is more proud that the organization is moving in a positive
direction and less concerned about the few people who
make it," said Fioretti.
Since Lamendola displays hard work and dedication,
Fioretti said that Lamendola tends to get aggravated when
people do not take their positions seriously or create
excuses for not doing what they should be doing. "He
has used the quote, 'excuses are the nails that built the
house of failure," said Ferrara.
Lamendola is also involved in the Student Health Advisory Committee, aka the "SHAC," in the Health Center, which
is a group of students that discusses issues with student health
on campus "and suggests programs for particular situations.
Also, from his freshman year through his junior year, he was a
Eucharistic Minister, and he is the only student representative
on the Alcohol and Other Drugs Committee (AOD). "I like
these kinds of positions because I am able to offer the perception of a student and give a different motive so the student
voice is heard," he said.
Daniel Joseph Lamendola grew up in North Kingstown,
R.I., as the youngest of eight children (four brothers and
three sisters), three of whom are already married. It goes
without saying that Lamendola is a pretty big family man;
he said that all the noise in the house is "fun and would not
want it any other way."
With an Italian, Irish, German and French background,
Lamendola said he plans on having a big family of his own
someday. "I really can't imagine having anything smaller than
that. I have a unique relationship with each one of [my siblings]
and we're all very close. Not to mention, they are almost all
on Facebook now, which makes it a lot easier to keep in touch
with each of them!"
Lamendola looks up to all his older siblings, and continues to establish his own relationship with each one of them.
His parents are also a huge support system in his life ... and
vice versa. For 14 years, Lamendola's mother has endured
Parkinson's disease, and as of now, it is getting to the point
where her disease is visibly evident and impacting her life. A

FUSA Senate Chair Dan Lamendola

As the FUSA Senate Chair
took a bite out of his roast beef
and Swiss cheese wrap, he
giggled as he tried to talk about
his life outside of the leadership
roles he takes on at campus.
"I think it's very funny the perception that people on
campus have of me is a very different person than who I really
LAMENDOLA
am," said 21-year-old Dan Lamendola '09. "It's hard to know
the real me behind the scenes when everyone sees, me as just
this FUSA senator ... with an intimidating shaved head."
Most people go through their four years of college just
getting their credits in and fulfilling the college party life, but
not Lamendola.
Frank Fioretti '10, who is one of Lamendola's good
friends in FUSA and who will be replacing him as FUSA
Senate Chair next year, said "Dan is a great person, a great
FUSA Senate Chair, but an even better friend," he said.
"He offers honest input whenever the situation merits and
has the ability to combine his own unique brashness with
a twist of wit and humor which usually receives a laugh
from the people around him."
Dan Ferrara, one of Lamendola's roommates in the campus apartments agrees.
"He is very good at what he does," he said. "So many
decisions are made at this school with his input and most
people wouldn't have any idea."
As Senate Chair, Lamendola has helped redefine the
role that the Senate plays in the University's decision-making
process. Two of his major goals he wanted to accomplish were
the improvements of Advising and the Registration process.
Although those were his top goals, he had to also focus on
other issues, such as study abroad and financial aid. "While
advising and registration continue to be really important issues,
I had to remember that I was responsible for focusing on the
Senate as a whole," he said.
Lamendola also is in the process of making transportation
more efficient for Fairfield and its students. He suggested that
instead of an empty Stag Shuttle Bus running around campus
all day, the University should initiate vans driven by students

lot of what Lamendola does to help take care of his mom is
the simple day-to-day things around the house. "It is difficult for her to balance herself carrying things upstairs or
downstairs; like laundry or anything that she's purchased,"
he said. "It also takes a lot of time to cut up her food, so
before dinner, I'll usually cut it up so that she can enjoy
eating with the rest of us."
Nevertheless, Lamendola strives to keep her strong. Every
year for the past 13 years, the two participate in a walkathon in
Central Park in New York City. Lamendola even recruited 10
other students from Fairfield one year to also participate, and
they took a bus trip. "It's a fun thing to go to. Even though my
mother has progressed the slowest in our family, she remains
the best person I know," he said.
His father is no less important to Lamendola. When asked
who has been the most influential person in his life, Lamendola scratched his chin and paused for a moment. He then
responded, saying it had to be his father, Richard Lamendola,
who happens to work for his father's (Lamendola's grandfather)
chemical manufacturing company.
"The way I think and the way I do things almost lines
up perfectly with
the way he thinks
and does things,"
said Lamendola.
He is a senior, majoring in
"It is scary to some
biology, with a minor in
extent ... I also
religious studies.
have his reflective
personality in the
Lamendola is the youngest
way we analyze a
of eight children.
situation."
Ferrara agrees
In high school, he played
that Lamendola is
soccer, lacrosse, baseball and
an over-analyzer,
ran cross country.
but nonetheless, he
has strong points.
For fun, Dan likes to paint
"[Dan and I] talk a
and cook.
lot about teachers,
about Fairfield, about politics," he said. "If you want to get
him talking, just bring up anything liberal or trade unions and
he'll give you an hour lecture about why he disagrees and he'll
make a very good argument.

Quick Facts

For the rest of this story go online:
www.fairfieldmirror.com/campuslife.

Women's health fair aims to promote awareness, discussion
BY VAL BERTOLAMI

Students will have a unique opportunity to attend the Women's Health Fair in the Oak
Room on Thursday. Local health professionals, University experts, and guest lectures will
take part in an effort to raise awareness and increase knowledge about important women's
health issues.
"I think it's an awesome project since it gives girls on campus an opportunity to make
sure they are healthy and gives guys a chance to see some of the things women have to
do to stay healthy," said Megan McLaughlin '10, "which should give them greater respect
for their friends, girlfriends, moms and sisters."
Dr. Amy Chang of Counseling and Psychological Services, one of the offices on
campus helping to plan this event, explained that the last Women's Health Fair was held
about six years ago. This year, when talking with the Office of Student Affairs, "we were
trying to figure out a way to publicize women's resources on campus" said Chang. They
then went forward and resurrected the Women's Health Fair.
Thursday's fair will consist of two different parts. At one end of the Oak Room, there
will be a series of speakers throughout the day. These guest lecturers include Dr. Joanna
Wynne, a local pediatrician, who will be talking about hot topics in women's health as well
as Fairfield's nutritionist who will be talking about healthy eating.
In addition to the informative talks, there will be helpful demonstrations from some

The fair will be located in the
of the staff at the RecPlex. Jonell Hopkins will
Oak Room on Thursday from
be demonstrating weight training and Jeannie
Stevens will be having a yoga demonstration.
11:30 — 2 p.m. All students,
The other part of the event will consist faculty and staff are encouraged
of about 17 different tables that "basically are
to attend.
geared toward women's issues" said Chang.
Outside businesses will also be in attendance. The Center for Women and Families of
Bridgeport will be talking about domestic violence issues and Renfrew Center of Ridgefield
is an organization that focuses on treatment of eating disorders. Another outside organization
-that will be taking part in the fair is Mountainside, which focuses on substance abuse.
There will be athletes and employees from the Athletic department as well as student
groups focused on women's issues such as Project Peg and the Vagina Warriors.
"I am really impressed with the collaborative effort this event represents," said Mary
Sullivan '09. "The planning process has sparked conversations that have careered over into
classrooms and hopefully will continue to do so after the event."
Sullivan also added that there is a lot of room for improvement in regards to reproductive health and wellness, and hopes that student leaders move forward in their efforts
to promote these issues.
Not only will there be a lot of knowledge to gain, but there will also be opportunities
to win raffle prizes and gift bags throughout the days event.
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An evening stroll
One junior takes time to smell the roses while abroad
BY MEAGAN FLYNN
I am out of pasta.
With pasta being the staple of my diet here in Florence, this is enough for me to
pull myself up by my bootstraps-literally-and
hit the city streets.
I'm a New Englander, so it's always been hard for me to nail down a
favorite season. As with everything,
the ample number of options generally leaves me baffled. But there has
always been one time of the year that
puts a smile on my face more than
most, and Florence is drifting into
that season. That stage between winter
and spring, a limbo filled with melting
snow, muddy shoes and the constant
whistling of robins (in Connecticut,
anyway), always seems to suit me just
right. It's when the entire world is on the
brink of change, and it always makes me
both anxious and excited.
That is what this evening felt like.
Contributed photo
There is a rare occurrence, on nights like
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single yellow rose, the rose that represents friendship. I smile, and send out a silent hope
into infinity that come May, this city and I will have become old friends.
A mother and son weave their way through the crowded sidewalk. This is a more
difficult task than usual, because her son carries two balloons anchored only by his grip
to two impossibly long ribbons. They go on for miles, just like his laugh that trails off
as I become entangled in the strings. I share a warm smile with the mother after I claw
my way out. Both unburdened by the obstacle, we briefly relish in the beauty of her son's
childish innocence. It seems I'm not the only one who has noticed the magic in the cotton
candy air.
I had spent my day annoyed by a few mundane blunders and a little homesick. By the
time I reach my doorstep, however, any traces of these thoughts have vanished. I had gone
out to get pasta. How silly of me to have forgotten, though, that as long as you're willing
to stop and take a breath, life always delivers so much more.
For more of this blog and to read biogs from other students abroad in
Florence, head to http://www.theflorentine.net/studentblog.

this that could be easily overlooked if one

'

is not paying attention. It's when, because
the air
is so crisp, you decide to draw every ounce of its
freshness in, and it literally tastes sweet. It dissolves
WANT MORE BLOGS?
like cotton candy on your tongue. Call me crazy, but
I swear, it's true.
GOTO
And just like that, the world is anew. Normally
HTTP:/ /THEFAIRFIELDMIRwhen cyclists whiz by me through the narrow cobbleROR.BLOGSPOT.COM
stone roads, I curse their carelessness. Instead, I notice
that the woman peddling by is gracefully holding a
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British comedian forming a new 'brand' of comedy
Russell Brand starts to make his mark on the American audience
BY MARK HILDEBRAND

audience into fits of laughter. His honesty and complete
frankness about subjects like vanity and sex resonate
with the audience because his stories mock some of the
most common moments in life, while at other times, he
mocks completely ridiculous unimaginable moments.
His bohemian style of dress cannot help but add to
his hilarious image. Brand said, to the New York Times.
"I like to wear tight clothes and think meself all sexy."
A sexy pirate or not, he looks like a twit and that's funny
stuff. Dress up his child-like flamboyancy in those outfits
and you have the funniest sight you could ever see.
In "Russell Brand in New York City," he strays
away from the offensive or shocking material usually
present in his stand-up. Rather, he focuses on his life
experience, which I believe is a wise move for a rookie
in the American entertainment industry.
He begins the set by talking about his love for fame
and how he is unhappy he does not have it in America.
"My personality doesn't work without fame. Without
fame, this haircut is just mental illness."
From there he mocks Google for its smugness ("Did
you mean: psychosomatic") and its "sarcastic italics,"
the Death Threats he received after the VMAs and his
terrible equestrian skills. He uses the same honest and
frank manner when discussing anything from strange
sexual situations tothe Queen of England.
One thing that makes him so funny is his playful
language. It is his comedic keystone. His language is so
powerful and his skills in turning of a phrase make his
rants on stage absolutely hilarious. He has an creative
mind, which can be witnessed when he deploys the most
playful combination of words. But his language is never
too obtuse to kill a joke.
His most emblematic quality is his complete un| predictably. Everything is a surprise and catches you off

The British have made famous a selfdescribed "licorice scarecrow Willy Wonka sex
man" and rightly christened him with the name
of Russell Brand.
He is a wacky comedian who has
wreaked havoc and laughter all about
Britain for years, getting his name in the
news, in the tabloids and often getting
his butt behind bars. But after his release
from drug and sex rehabilitation centers,
Brand, like the pilgrim pirate that he is,
has set his sights across the Atlantic to
America. The question now: Is it ready
for him?
Though not known by everyone in the
United States, the 33-year-old comedian is
notorious in the United Kingdom for his wild
encounters with the law. His scandalous autobiography "My Booky Wook," which recounts
his days of'debauchery, drugs and sex, was
published in 2007 and quickly became a best
seller. He has worked for some years in radio
and hosted an array of British TV shows.
If his name does not ring a bell at this point,
then maybe you did not see the recent film "Forgetting Sarah Marshall." In the film, Brand plays
the pompous egotistical rock star, Aldous Snow.
If this does not jog your memory, then maybe you
will recall some leather-panted Jack Sparrowlooking bloke with haystack hair hosting the 2008
MTV's Video Music Awards. He was the one
who insinuated George W. Bush was a mentally
retarded cowboy who shouldn't be trusted with
ontributed photo
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and then at the last minute Bane! You re pregnant. And
scheme in the Jonas Brother's chastity rings.
the top of the stand-up scene.
However provocative his comments may
you never see it coming.
be and however terrible his drug habits were
To be serious, his take on subjects like sex, elephants,
More than anything, one can tell he is totally himself
in the past, Brand's stand-up comedy has significant merit. homosexuality and the news media is unique in that it is charm- on stage. There is no pretending. He says what he thinks and
"Russell Brand in New York City," which aired last Sunday ingly childish. He can only be compared to Monty Python for loves a laughing response.
Brand's undeniable wit and charm on the stage has set
on Comedy Central, proved to be nothing short of amazing. his total absurdity and Chris Rock for his outlandish language.
For too long, Comedy Central has let mediocre comedians Dave Itzkoff of the New York Times was on target when he himself up to become an icon among the American audience
shove down its audience's throats the same jokes about said, "When it comes to actual joke telling, Brand misses more in the same way it happened in his native land. But it is still
Bush, sex and drugs heard countless times. Finally, there is often than he hits." Brand is definitely not a one-liner come- yet to be seen if his unique "brand" of comedy will be one
a comic who at least does it with a funny cockney accent dian, but he is hilarious because of the attitude he projects. It that hold's the attention spans of Americans for long. Just ask
and filthy bouffant hair.
is this attitude that everything it up for grabs that serids the Dane Cook how quick a comedian can fall.

'Grey's' picks up after slow start
BY SARAH FRANK

The beginning of this season of "Grey's Anatomy" has been pretty flat; Izzie's bizarre
hallucinations seemed to go on for far too long, and the two episodes that were paired
with "Private Practice" weren't all that exciting either. So, I am happy to announce that
the drama encapsulated in the March 12 airing of the hit show was just the remedy needed
for "Grey's" to pick back up.
As previously alluded to, Izzie is sick, and continues to have her interns focus on diagnosing "Patient X," who they don't know is really Izzie herself. The interns can't find anything
wrong with the patient, and so they all agree "she's fine." However, being that Izzie knows
she is not fine, she orders the interns to go over the case again.
Derek remains in a deep depression and refuses to go to work after he lost his pregnant
patient and was hit by a lawsuit. Though Mark is at work, he hasn't been able to operate
because his hand is still wounded after his fist fight with Derek. It seems as though no
doctor is able to operate during the show after Cristina cuts her arm after waking Owen
up from a nightmare.
Derek's depression becomes even more serious after he meets with his lawyers, and they
give him the bad news that he has in fact lost more, patients than he has saved. Meredith tries
to console him by telling him to look at the picture, and to realize that most of the patients he
lost were terminally ill, but there is no cheering Derek up in this episode. Apparently there's
no cheering up Richard, either; especially since Miranda has decided to go into pediatrics,
and because Derek walks out of the hospital.
The episode continues to focus on Izzie, as Lexie ("little Grey") announces a diagnosis
of metastatic melanoma; Izzie asks for the prognosis, and the interns respond by saying that
the patient will only have a few months to live. The interns expect a prize for their diagnosis,
but Izzie tells them that the only prize they are awarded is the mere knowledge that they didn't
screw up, and that they are finally beginning to act like doctors. After the interns leave Izzie,
Lexie returns and Izzie asks how she would break such news to the patient. She responds by
saying she would urge the patient to face the illness and fight.
Richard and Miranda finally resolve their conflict/after Adele enters the scene and

Hospital drama "Grey's Anatomy" airs Thursday nights at 9 p.m., now with a
refreshing crop of drama.
yells at the two of them for acting childish, while Alex makes a diagnosis that could either save
or kill a young girl plagued with seizures. When Alex is proven right, he is told that he could
be "the future of this hospital." Excited over the good news, Alex rushes to let Izzie know, and
tells her to forget about "Patient X" and to start focusing on more important things.
After just three days without Derek, his patients begin to move to other hospitals. Not
knowing where else to turn, Richard asks Meredith for her help in bringing Derek back, and
informs her that Derek is planning to propose. Cristina mends her relationship with Owen by
telling him "it's going to take more than a bad dream to scare me off," and Lexie tells Mark
that they shouldn't give up on their relationship either.
A tense, dramatic ending to the episode ensues when Meredith arrives at Derek's place
to find him still depressed and drunk. She tells him that he can't quit, and lets him know that
she found out he is planning to propose; Derek reveals the engagement ring, and proceeds to
hit it with a bat into the distance before telling Meredith to go home.
Finally, Izzie chooses to tell Cristina of all people about her illness since she knows
she can handle the news.

Feed your future
See the difference 100
PwC interns made In Belize.
Begin at www.pwc.tv
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Ace Enders solo record proves to be 'ground' breaking
BY JP PORRETTA
I am going to start this review off by making a prediction:
Although relatively unknown to the mainstream, I envision newcomer Ace Enders to become a radio sensation by 2009's end.
I don't usually see eye to eye with the mainstream, though,
so I could be proven wrong. After all, it seems like I am the
only reviewer in the country who thought U2's new album was
absolutely horrid.
Enough of this rambling, though. Let's get back to the
actual review.
For anyone who is unfamiliar with Ace Enders, you might
know him better as the front man of the late emo quartet, The
Early November. After the band's breakup over two years ago,
Enders has imprisoned himself in his personal studio, working
hard on his debut album.
The hard work certainly shows off, too, as his debut "When
I Hit The Ground" provides some of the most impressive music
of his 10-year career.
The 14-track album strays away from the heavy emo-rock
sound that embodied his previous band's music, and aims toward
a more pop rock sound.
This poppy feeling is portrayed best in the standout track,
"Bring Back Love," which boast Beatles-esque lyrics about the
necessity of a platonic love for our world.
Contributed photo
"By the year 2020 I want to look at what we did / So we Former Early Novermber front man kicks off his solo career with the highly impressive debut, "When I Hit
can stand up all together cause we put an end to it / Bring the Ground."
back love...."
The album gains all its integrity and greatness with the
title track, "When I Hit the Ground." Opening up with a single piano rhythm, the song incredible vocal range, as he belts out some of the most chilling and eye popping notes
slowly begins to build up, and then explodes into the hair raising chorus. "Cut me deep he has ever attempted.
so you can see, that everything is not what it seems. On my knees I'm breaking down.
Some other stand out tracks featured on the hour long record include the fast
Just know I loved you when I hit the ground."
paced head bopper, "Reaction," as well as the stripped down, coffee house-esque
This slow ballad about a constant struggle to win back a lost love is destined to "Emergency."
become a breakthrough hit for Enders. That is, of course, if it gets the exposure that it
For fans of any of Enders previous work, I'd highly recommend picking up this
album. For all those who are •••••••••••••••••••••••••
rightfully deserves.
The piano driven, rock ballad formula is seen again on the album with the inspi- intrigued, go give this new art- «
rational track, "Leader." Seemingly inspired by the recent presidential election and ist a listen, as Enders is sure to '
the problems the country has been currently facing, the song greatly shows off Enders hit the ground running.
,
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Monmouth University is currently accepting applications for summer sessions.
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• 150 courses in more than 20 majors
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Jimmy Fallon proves deserving
of'Late Night' show
BY DAVE REAP (U-WIRE

/

The

ENTERTAINMENT

THE MICHIGAN DAILY)

"A smart man would leave now." That's how Jimmy Fallon, the new host of NBC's
"Late Night," began the monologue of his first show. But smart television connoisseurs
would never dream of leaving their couches when Fallon's on — watching him develop
into a lovable late night companion is
just too darn fun to miss.
You'll laugh as he playfully dances,
you'll cringe at the occasional linebotching and you'll breathe a sigh of relief after he clears each hurdle. In short,
taking in Fallon on a nightly basis is truly
like raising a child in fast motion.
Right before our eyes, Fallon, after
a somewhat shaky start, is maturing
into a competent and extremely likable
host. He has mounted an impressive
campaign to win America's affection
since taking over the reigns of "Late
Night" from Conan O'Brien.
To describe Fallon, and by extension, his show, just one word is needed:
fresh. His face is fresh, his attitude is
fresh, his studio is fresh, the way he
interacts with his audience is fresh and,
hell, his house band ("The Roots') is
as fresh as it goddamn gets. For a late Rookie Jimmy Fallon brings fresh opinion to
night scene that has remained relatively
stagnant in recent memory, Fallon brings a much-needed jolt of youthful vigor.
Accordingly, Fallon channels his technological prowess to connect with the
younger, hipper crowd — a demographic that's up to its ears in iPhones and other digitalage doohickeys. On air, he has framed audience members' heads in phony Facebook
profiles, asked celebrity guests questions he received from fans via Twitter and started
a segment called "Online Video of the Week." Fallon unquestionably owns the title of
late night techie. (Big money says Jay Leno can't even send an e-mail.)
And that's not the only element differentiating Fallon's "Late Night" from his
competition; he's obsessed with getting people to share in his fun, whether that entails

Mirror

Former 'SNL' star impresses
as talk show host

challenging celebrity guests like Cameron Diaz to dance-offs, coaxing audience members to lick random objects (like lawnmowers) for $10 or picking one lucky person
from the peanut gallery to serenade Jon Bon Jovi.
The name of Fallon's game is participation — everyone from the guest's chair
to the cheap seats must feel the love. His interactive intent is even perceptible in the
setup he uses for musical guests' performances:
Audience members can shuffle onto two porches
overlooking the stage, where they can tap, clap
or dance along with the action below.
Still, praising Fallon so early might seem
odd to some — his palpable rawness and in1 experience can't be easily overlooked and his
magnetic boyish charm isn't enough to nullify
| all his shortcomings.
It's true that Fallon rarely hits one out of the
park during opening monologues, despite all his
years of "SNL Weekend Update" experience. It's
also true that Fallon's interviewing skills aren't
yet up to par — his first interview fell just short
of a train wreck (though that's partially Robert
De Niro's fault, who is an abysmal interviewee).
But it's hard to fault Fallon for not being perfect
right out of the gate. In fact, it's almost better
that he's not.
In times when Americans prefer to knock
Contributed photo back culture as a shot rather than slowly relishlate night talk show television.
ing it like a fine winC; it.s easy to dismiss Fallon
because he has a lot to learn as a host. It's also
easy, for the same reason, to fly into the open arms of one of Fallon's more proven
competitors, like Craig Ferguson or Jimmy Kimmel. Yet sticking with Fallon in his
earliest of days promises to afford quite a view; here is a man coming into his own;
here is the next big thing.
Here is the genesis of
Fallon. Now that's something
you don't see every night.
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HE said / SHE said

Kristen McManus

Why we lie, when we lie
In his major work, "Being and
Nothingness," Jean Paul Sartre proclaimed, "The essence
of the lie implies in fact that the
liar actually is in complete possession of the truth which he
is hiding." Without going into
an existential analysis of why
men lie to women, understand
that we do so because of their
conniving ways.
The reason we are forced
to lie in the first place is
because women have an
unrealistic perception as
to who we really are. I
blame MTV. Forced into
thinking that all men are
chauvinistic pigs, the
vast majority of women
conform to that which
they hate. That is to say
they become, for lack of
a better word, sluts. Have
you ever watched VH1? A
vast majority of girls are straight
up out of their minds.
Thus, we are forced to lie
to women about our age, how
many women we've slept with
and the size of our genitalia in
an attempt to make ourselves
appear older, more virile, and
more masculine.
Ironically, women argue the

inverse: admitting less and less
of their sexual endeavors. So
beware: just because she doesn't
remember it doesn't mean it
didn't happen. After all, she is
taking penicillin for a reason.
If there's one thing I've
learned over the years it is that
women are not interested in us
if they feel we do not have a
working penis. Ever notice
that once you start dating,
every girl that previously
thought you were a
loser hits on you? Pure
and simple, women
want to get laid just
as much, if not more,
than we do.
It's a real shame
because this makes a
lot of honest guys feel
miserable.
Ladies, you'd be surprised how many of your
collegiate male peers feel that
they would be better off waiting
until marriage than to take a few
test drives first.
Unfortunately, these poor
fools will either never find the
woman of their dreams, or be
forced to conform to the succubus that is the female race of
the 21st century.

She lies when she tells you, the
boyfriend, that your roommate and her FOG* are not
nearly as attractive as you. Due
to the disproportionate ratio of hot
girls to hot guys at Fairfield**, she
probably lowered her standards to
date you in the first place. You break
up, and she immediately gets together with FOG. That's your cue
to hit the gym. Remember, you
can change the size of some of
your muscles.
She says she is a football connoisseur when she
couldn't care less. A love for
sports helps to create the
"chill" facade she strives.
Women gener- ^ >
ally omit seven to %
10 pounds from
their weight. This lie
can backfire around
people like doctors or
trainers. Tell the truth on
medical forms to prevent situations like, and I may or may not
be making this up, a coach saying
"You wrote you are at your lowest
weight, but our scale shows your
body fat has gone up 5 percent
this year." He or she sends you to
sessions with a nutritionist. FML,
as the popular phrase goes.
She's slept with three people,
*^fevrfhVa:L"';"

after you do the math: (15/3) - 2
= 3. Equation: Real number (15)
divided by three; subtract two to
get her as2 number, or acceptable
sexual statistic.
Someone asks "Do you know
[insert name]?" Her false response:
"Eh. Yeah, he/she's nice" means "I
strongly dislike him/her." Girls
also might say "I don't want to
talk about people, but..." which
is, frankly, a kiss of death for
the person who follows that
tag line.
Body language can
lie, too. You walk past
her and she burres her face in
her phone. She
just received 20
texts at that exact moment! She
can't possibly see
you, trie only other
person on the path from
Regis to the BCC. Please
go away, she hates you.
Which is why, He Said, if we run
into each other- at the bar (and we
won't, because you apparently hate
college), my phone will receive a
sudden influx of texts. And that's
a truth.
*Friend-Of-Girl **Opinionated estimation: Five hot girls to one hot guy.

Looking for a place to live h«t year that will be fan., mcaningfi.il,, and surrounded by good neighbors who want to make a ditfbencer
Ihtjmt-Us Rmidmtml Cslfcg^ located in Jogues, is a fantastic, opportunity to do jost that and mom.
Applications available at www.feirtiddxdu/lk under intentional Li wag communities, or the Office of Living and Lomieg, cxt. 4025 or
2147. Applications are rolling admission and preferred by Monday, Match 23.
Located on the Quad in .Jogues, with lounges on each floor, this intentional living community offers community nights, engaging courses
with priority registration, small mentoring eoihmunlfies, service op|»rt«rtitfcs tail more.
YOU can choose your own roommates or meet someone during our pick night, Bring your friends and be a part of this great community,
LIVE IN COMMUNITY, ACT IN THE WORLD
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by Joshua O'Connell

Don't have a cow, man!
ACROSS
1. swine
4. comic sound
8. one of Marge's sisters
13. opera singer's solo
15. gently initiate
16. related to an infection
17. Teacher Edna

1

1

2

'
13
17

'

2. German flower
3. he could be jolly and green
4. Native American tents

9

'

H

20

22

35

28

■

36

39

29

53

54

55

60
64
67

31

■

"

32

33

38

■ 44

46

47
49

I

■ 56

57

1

5. random event, for short
6. takes advantage
7. dude, you're getting one!
8. a polymer used in electric
cables
9. aviator
10. leafy object
11. "All the Tilings She Said"
group
12. big bang theory element
14. kidnaps
18. church location
22. screams
26. male sheep
28. not fiction
29. creepy
30. East Indian fruit
31. squeaked out
32. type of tree
33. Indian city

.

1

5S

1

/UDOKU

51

52

PUZZLE #2-MED UM

8

5

2 3
4

69

34. bad wound
35. region
36. what forms to protect 34
Down
40. know-it-all tone
41. grill promoter George
43. type of soap
44. snake poison
46. musical pace
47. prayer aid
50. paddled
51. one who takes a plane
52. intense
53. city in New Mexico
54. major Italian city
55. spoken
57. too
58. cow product
61. in brief, they can tow your car
63. take to court

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

2
8
3

4

7
1
3

4
6 1
8

8
3 7

8

5 8

1

6 9
3
6
1

4 8
9 7

6

9
7 5
1
3
5
4 7
1
3
8
4 2
1
8
9
5 2
8
9
2
1
2
5
3
PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEZE

5 4
7 3

1
5
1
9

7

4
9 7

4 5 6

8
3
2
4

6
9
2

1

9
2

PUZZLE #3-HARD

9
2

4

7
3 1

5
5

2
4

Week of

9
7

7 9
8
3
6
1

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Start Your Career
in Accounting.

1
6
4

4
6
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5 7
4

4
9 2
1
3
2
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LOGIC PUZZLE

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.

9
M

A NUMBER
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26

48

45

12

'

30

43

42

11
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1

25

24

34

10

'
.

"

18

19. Greek island

DOWN
I.Chinese dialect

«

5

27

20. catch fire
21.sneaky
23. mine, in ancient times
24. shrewd
25. laundry detergent brand
27. Homer voicer Dan
34. prefix relating to the stomach
37. domain
38. beer quantity
39. portions of a circle
40. singes
41. fright
42. if by this, it's two
43. Lesotho unit of money
44. Smirnoff product
45. Simpsons voicer (2 wds.)
48. that guy is, for short
49. once-in-a-litetime event
(hyph.)
53. Helen locale
56. sweet potato
59. Person from an African
republic
60. heart part
62. the oldest daughter (2 wds.}
64. Nebraska city
65. racial insult
66. not ever, poetically
67. See 8 Across
68.yep
69. not wet
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COFFEE BREAK

Week of
03/16/09
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Career Corner

On-Campus eRecruiting Application Deadlines
Connecticut Business Systems
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Social Security Admin
Bloomberg
Hennion & Walsh
3/31
Towers Perrin (Phil, PA)

Account Executive
Intern: Systems and Process Assurance
Claims Representative
2009 Financial Software Developer
Financial Sales Training Program

3/18
3/26
3/31
3/31

Intern: Campus Compensation Analyst

3/31

Be sure to check eRecruiting regularly for updates!!!
Visit: http://fairfield.erecruiting.com/er/security/loginjsp

Northeastern's MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting majors:
• Earn two degrees in just 15 months.
• Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading
accounting firm.
• Proven track record of 100% job placement.

Presentations:
Reader's Digest
Wednesday, March 18

5:00 - 6:30p.m.

Keiley Center

Learn about Reader's Digest and its two year Leadership Rotational program for
accounting and finance majors.

"Careers in Communication" Panel
Thursday, March 19
6:30 - 8:00p.m.
Keiley Center
Learn from Fairfield alumni about various careers in the Communication field.

Landing Your Dream Job with Disney/ESPN
Thursday, March 26
7:00 - 8:30p.m.
Keiley Center
Hear from Disney/ESPN representatives about entry level jobs and internship positions
currently available. Bring your resume!

Take the first step.
Visit us online or at an information session near you.
Leam more about the program and upcoming events
at www.msamba.neu.edu.

617-373-3244
gspa@ neu.edu
www.msamba.neu.edu

Northeastern

"Backpack to Briefcase" for Seniors!
Tuesday, March 31
6:00 - 8:00p.m.
Keiley Center
Do you have questions about 'life after Fairfield?' Network with recent alumni at this wii
and cheese event to get your answers. Please RSVP at
www.fairfield.edu/backpacktobriefcase.

Drop-In Hours
Do you have a quick question or want your resume reviewed?
Fridays

1:30 - 4:00p.m.

Career Planning Center

SPORTS
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CHRIS SIMMONS

UConn Fanatic

^Jjv five
IT'S TOURNEY TIME

1. Number one seed most likely
to lose first?

Connecticut. As much as I like the Huskies, the Jerome Dyson injury hurts.

UConn. Sorry, Tom, Dan Kagdis, Jim
Calhoun, and most of the Nutmeg
State, but the injuries will hurt.

UConn. That's still karma from
Calhoun stealing Rudy Gay from
Gary Williams.

2. Who is your mid-major sleeper
pick?

If VCU can get past UCLA, it can
go on a long run.

Write it down now: Utah State to
the Sweet 16. Mormons in Logan
will be partying like it's 1899.

Chief Kickingstallionsims and Alabama State. 7' 1" and 265 lbs. That's
a lot of Indian.

3. Which MAAC team will go
further: Siena or Marist?

Marist, just because the women's
field is more wide open.

Kenny Hasbrouck may or may not
be healthy for Coach McCaff, so I'll
go with the Marist ladies.

Marist. But women's basketball
doesn't really count...

4. MIP: Most Important Player
to their team?

Terrence Williams of Louisville.
He is playing the best basketball
of his career right now.

Gerald Henderson of Duke. At his
best, he takes games over. Just ask
Simmons and the Terrapins.

Greivis Vazquez of Maryland.
Is there anyone more important
to his team? Plus he's had some
crazy sideburns.

5. And now, my bold
prediciton...

Purdue will make the Elite Eight.
Riding a Big Ten title, the Boilermakers will roll past UConn.

Purdue? Please. Washington's my call
for a run in the West. Isaiah Thomas is
a Pac-10 phenom (not that Isaiah).

Four teams seeded No. 4 or lower
will make the Elite Eight. And
Purdue isn't one of them, Tom.

FINAL FOUR PREDICTIONS
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FREE
Month

Buy 5 Get 2
FREE

When you buy one month of Buy 5 sessions, get 2 of equal
or lesser value FREE.
equal or lesser value
Offer good at Farfield, Norwalk, and Stratford, CT locations only Coupon required.
One per customer See store for details
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Exp 3/31/09

Offer good at Fairfield, Norwalk, and Stratford,
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Peter Caty/The Mirror
After Tuesday's 8-6 win over Marist, men's lacrosse is off to a 3-2 start this season, and senior defenseman Billy Honovich (#30, above) is a key contributor to the early-season success.
having already scored nine goals in UDel's first two games
of the season.
"Hats off to Matt," fellow senior Gary Raniolo said
With an exhausted look in his eyes, senior Matt Petre
after the game. "He was able to shut down an Ail-American
turned to his teammate and fellow defenseman, Billy Hontoday."
Perhaps the greatest example of the duo's stirring defenovich, and gave an honest answer.
sive effort came this past weekend against Colgate.
"I guess we came up short," Petre said of the team's effort
Matched up against attackmen Brandon Corp, an ailthis weekend against Colgate, which the Stags lost, 13-12,
American and nominee to the US
in the game's final moments.
National team, and Kevin Colleluo"We'll take that one on the chin
ri, last week's Patriot League Player
right there on defense because
of the Week, Petre and Honovich
13 goals in just too many."
Senior defenseman Matt Petre and Billy Honovich have been matched up with many of the held Colgate's standouts to one goal
Honovich didn't hesitate
each, respectively.
best young stars in Division-I lacrosse and did much more than just hold their own.
with a follow-up.
"I thought those two guys
"We played a good team,"
did their jobs," head coach Andy
Honovich added. "We just came
Copelan said. "(Colgate) is one
up short."
of the best teams in the country,
The Stags (3-2, 1-0
I'm not sure that they get much
ECAC) have come up short
better than that.
twice this season - the team's
"In my opinion, Corp is
road game in Columbus
the best player in the country,
against former Greater Westand I thought we did a fairly
ern Lacrosse League (GWLL)
decent job of neutralizing him,"
foe Ohio State, and again
Copelan added.
this past weekend on campus
Regardless of the outcome,
against Colgate.
Brandon Corp, Colgate
Curtis Dickson, Delaware
Joel Dalgarno, Ohio State
Copelan
recognized the importance
In both losses, the opPreseason Ail-American
U.S. National Team Selection
Tewaarton Trophy Watch List
his
defense,
and that their perforposition scored double-digit
Averaged eight goal per game
Goals on the Year: 30
Goals on the Year: 15
mance
is
likely
directly connected
points, a stark contrast to the
Held to one goal vs. Fairfield
Held to two points vs. Fairfield
Held scoreless vs. Fairfield
to
Fairfield's
success.
cumulative 10 goals that Petre,
"We're a better team now
Honovich and company have
Zindel, though, is far from the only imposing attackman than we were in the beginning of the season, and we're
held the opposition to in Fairfield's most recent wins.
Still, a closer look at Fairfield's games shows that, that Petre has defended this season. In the team's season a better team this spring than we were in the fall,"
even in defeat, the Fairfield defense has been the back- opening victory against Delaware, the senior held Curtis Copelan said. "As long as we continue to improve here
bone of the team's success. In fact, given the early season Dickson, a preseason selection to the Tewaarton Trophy week-by-week, I think hopefully we can finish the
schedule, one can make the case that Petre and Honovich Watch List, lacrosse's version of the Heisman Trophy, and season strong."
Strong ... just like his defense.
Delaware's preeminent scoring option, who entered the game
played the best and did more than survive.
BY KEITH CONNORS

They've thrived.
In the team's 8-6 victory against Marist, Petre held attackman Travis Zindel, the Red Foxes' top scorer and the
incumbent Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC)
Player of the Week, to one goal, which came in an extra-man
offense situation.
Only a few days earlier, Zindel totaled five goals in
Marist's win over Canisius.
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